Cloud Native-as-a-Service
Easily move your HCL Software products to cloud through expert assistance and
unlock the full potential of your products. Start using new software capabilities as
updates become available, retain ownership of your data and implementation, and
avoid cloud lock-in. HCL Software can help you make the move to cloud native
today with HCL Now.
Capabilities

Benefits

Move to Cloud Native
Now

Easily move your HCL Software products to the cloud of your choice.
Access 50 product components and 2,000+ Rest API endpoints

Upgrade to the Latest
Software Version

Upgrade your current software to leverage the newest capabilities and
cloud-native architectures

Automatic Software
Updates

Start using new software capabilities as updates become available,
retain ownership of your data and implementation, and avoid cloud
lock-in

Single Point of
Accountability

Holistic SLA-based management of HCL software by experts in our
software and hyperscale cloud, with built-in security and compliance
for the entire cloud-based solution, allowing you to control
investments, reduce on-premises IT complexity, and increase uptime

Experts on Demand

Unlock the full potential of your software with assistance from the
technical experts who created the solutions, including 24/7 support.

Move to a Cloud Native Architecture Now
HCL Software is the only vendor with a strategic cloud-agnostic approach across
software architecture and deployment for freedom to deploy anywhere, freedom
to innovate, and ready to scale. Unlock the full potential of your software with the
technical experts who created the solution with 24/7 support. Get the benefits of
cloud native deployments without needing to hire or retrain staff in specialized
Kubernetes operations. With HCL Now Our experts will run your HCL Software
products on the cloud of your choice.
Join us in our journey – together – into the future with HCL Now.

Contact us

HCL Software, a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) develops, markets, sells, and supports over 30 product families in the areas of Customer Experience,
Digital Solutions, DevSecOps, and Security and Automation. HCL Software is the cloud native solution factory for enterprise software and powers millions
of apps at more than 20,000 organizations, including over half of the Fortune 1000 and Global 2000 companies. HCL Software’s mission is to drive ultimate
customer success with its IT investments through relentless product innovation.

